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Space systems often require electronics that can operate in a high-radiation environment,
radiation may result from particles trapped in planetary magnetic fields (e.g., the Van Allen belts
which affect Earth-orbiting satellites or the intense radiation fields of Jupiter and its moons),
galactic cosmic rays, or high-energy protons from solar events. In low Earth orbit, an integrated
circuit may be exposed to a few kilorads of radiation over its useful lifetime, while at orbits in
the middle of the Van Allen belts, exposure levels may increase to several hundred kilorads or
more. In addition to the natural space environment, military satellites must be able to survive
transient bursts of radiation resulting from a hostile nuclear explosion. To achieve these higher
levels, radiation-hardened integrated circuits are required. In general, these circuits are fabricated
using specialized processes and designs that increase their tolerance to ionizing radiation by
several orders of magnitude.
The primary effects of natural space radiation on spacecraft electronics are total ionizing dose
(TDD) and single event effects (SEE). TDD creates bulk-oxide and interface-trap charge that
reduces transistor gain and shifts the operating properties (e.g., threshold voltage) of
semiconductor devices. TDD accumulation will cause a device to fail if (1) the transistor threshold
voltage shifts far enough to cause a circuit malfunction, (2) the device fails to operate at the
required frequency, and/or (3) electrical isolation between devices is lost. SEE occur when a
cosmic ray or other very high-energy particle impinges on a device. A high-energy particle
generates a dense track of electron-hole pairs as it passes through the semiconductor, and those
free carriers are collected at doping junctions. The net effect is that the circuit is perturbed and
may lose data (called a single-event upset or SEU). The passage of a sufficiently energetic
particle through a critical device region can even lead to permanent failure of an IC due to singleparticle-event latchup (SEL), burnout, or dielectric/gate rupture. In general, components that
exhibit SEL are not acceptable for space applications unless the latchup can be detected and
mitigated. Burnout and gate rupture are especially problems for high-voltage and/or high-current
electronics associated with space-borne power supplies. SEE have become an increasing concern
as ICs begin to use smaller device geometries and lower operating voltages, leading to reduced
nodal capacitance and charge stored on circuit nodes, hi addition to these primary effects,
displacement damage effects caused by high-energy protons and electrons can reduce mission
lifetimes due to long-term damage to CCDs, optoelectronics, or solar cells.
Radiation-hardened technology is often characterized as technology in which the manufacturer
has taken specific steps (i.e., controls) in materials, process, and design to improve the radiation
hardness of a commercial technology. Consider the case of CMOS technology, whose low power
and voltage requirements make it a popular candidate for space applications. The most likely
failure mechanism for CMOS devices resulting from TDD is a loss of isolation caused by parasitic
leakage paths between the source and drain of the device. For improved TDD hardness, changes in
the isolation structure may be required, e.g., a heavily-doped region or "guardband" can be
formed by ion implantation that effectively shuts off radiation-induced parasitic leakage paths,
hi addition, a low thermal budget and minimum hydrogen during processing has been found to
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improve TID hardness. The use of oversized transistors and feedback resistors, capacitors, or
transistors can be implemented for improved SEE immunity. For improved latchup and transient
immunity, the change can sometimes be as simple as use of a thin epitaxial substrate. SOI
technology that employs an active device layer built on an insulating substrate can (with proper
design) provide significant improvement in SEE and transient tolerance. There are also several
design approaches that can be used to increase radiation hardness. One global design change is
the conversion of dynamic circuitry to full static operation, thereby placing data in a more stable
configuration that is less susceptible to the perturbing effects of radiation. For TID, n-channel
transistors can be designed in "closed" geometry that shut off parasitic leakage paths. For SEU,
memory cells with additional transistors can provide redundancy and error-correction coding
(ECC) can be used to identify and correct errors. Design approaches for improved radiation
hardness generally result in a performance and layout area penalty. Unless specific steps such as
these are taken during the design and manufacture of a device, radiation hardness levels are
typically low and variable.
Unhardened, commercial CMOS circuits are typically able to withstand TID levels in the range
from 5 to 30 kilorads at space-like dose rates. (The commonly used unit of TID is the rad, i.e.,
radiation absorbed dose.) However, there are many space missions in which commercial CMOS
technology may be used. In these missions (e.g., low Earth orbit) the spacecraft may be exposed
to only a few kilorads of TID during its lifetime. As an example, Space Station Freedom may
require integrated circuits with hardening requirements ranging from a few to 20 kilorads
depending on platform location, hi these applications, shielding and careful screening of
technology (to take advantage of annealing in the space environment) enables the use of some
unhardened, commercial technology. Historically, bipolar circuits have been very tolerant to total
ionizing dose. Recently, major advances in bipolar technology have been due, in part, to the
introduction of "recessed oxides." The recessed oxide lateral dielectric isolation, acts as a
diffusion stop, and minimizes junction capacitances. Thus, recessed oxides allow much smaller
feature size, increased packing density, and higher speed. However, when irradiated, several
parasitic leakage paths can be formed including buried layer to buried layer channeling, collector
to emitter channeling on walled emitters, and increased sidewall current. The increased current
associated with inversion of these parasitic MOS field transistors can lead to bipolar circuit
failure at doses as low as 10 kilorads. Although bipolar technology offers speed advantages, its
relatively high power consumption makes it less desirable than CMOS for most space
applications. In the past few years, some bipolar circuits have been shown to exhibit ELDRS, an
enhanced low-dose rate sensitivity that results in lower radiation tolerance for devices at spacelike dose rates than indicated by higher dose-rate laboratory testing.
CMOS circuits are generally the least sensitive to SEU due to the presence of active devices
which restore the original voltage level of a node following a voltage transient induced by a
heavy-ion strike. Combined with their low power requirements, CMOS circuits are often the
choice for space applications. Still, unhardened CMOS SRAMs may experience upsets at a rate
of 10'5 to 10'3 errors/(bit-day), which represents an upset every hour for a satellite with a large
memory element in low-Earth orbit that passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly, an area of
exceptionally high proton density that overlies much of South America and the South Atlantic
Ocean. Dynamic circuits are generally very sensitive to SEU and are not used in critical space
applications. In dynamic circuits, such as DRAMs (dynamic random access memories) and

CCDs (charge coupled devices), information is represented as charge stored on a circuit node. In
DRAMs this charge gradually leaks off the storage node and must be refreshed periodically.
Upset in these devices occurs if sufficient charge is collected at a struck node to compensate the
original stored charge. Although DRAMs and CCDs are not recommended for critical circuit
applications, they have found increasing use in solid state data recorders and imaging systems
where robust ECC can restore corrupted data. Bipolar devices are generally less sensitive to SEP
than dynamic circuits, but more sensitive than MOS devices. Bipolar devices depend on steering
of current within the circuit rather than charge storage to represent the binary state of memory
elements. There are multiple charge collection regions associated with the emitter, base,
collector, and substrate regions of the transistors, and each of these regions can have a different
critical charge for upset. In some regions, transistor bases for example, charge is amplified by the
normal operation of the device. A single ion can penetrate multiple sensitive regions resulting in
synergistic effects between upset mechanisms for each region.
The natural space radiation environment presents a great challenge to present and future satellite
systems with significant assets in space. Defining the requirements for such systems demands
knowledge about the space radiation environment and its effects on electronics and
optoelectronics technologies, as well as suitable risk assessment of the uncertainties involved.
For missions with high radiation levels, radiation-hardened integrated cirucuits will be required
to perform critical mission functions. The most successful systems in space will be those that are
best able to blend standard commercial electronics with custom radiation-hardened electronics in
a mix that is suitable for the system of interest.

Schematic illustration of some radiation hazards in the natural space environment. Illustrated are solar flares, galactic cosmic
rays, and the Earth's electron and proton belts.
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